
Dr. Sam Bailey: Project Veritas and the
“Virus”
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The gain of function narrative has been used to gaslight people who know that there is
something wrong with the official story. The purpose of promoting the virus theory is to
gain power over people through masks, vaccines, surveillance and vaccine passports.
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TERRAIN exposes the tyrannical world pandemic hoax, built upon the flawed model of
illness and disease, known as ‘Germ Theory’. The speakers make quite an argument for
moving away, once and for all, from the idea that viruses cause disease.

Doctor Says Virus Theory of Illness is
Widely Believed But Has Never Been Proven
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Dr. Kaufman says no one has ever used scientific methods to prove that a novel virus
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even exists and that, or that it caused illness. This is no small matter. If true, all
the lockdowns and masks and social distancing and ventilators and loss of employment and
crushing of economies is totally unnecessary.

Oxford Professor Says Vaccine Trials Failing
Because Volunteers Can’t Catch COVID
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Oxford has partnered with pharmaceutical giant AstraZeneca in order to produce billions
of doses. That means that, even though the vaccine is of little value, the government
will purchase the billion doses and force everyone to accept them.

Why It Is Impossible to Prove That Viruses
or Bacteria Cause Disease
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Dr. Tom Cowan says that scientists have never proved that either viruses or bacteria
cause disease, because they never have been isolated and purified sufficiently to
eliminate the possibility that something else was the cause. Without proof, the entire
germ theory of infectious disease is based on belief, not science.

New Understanding of Viruses: They May Be
Defenders, Not Attackers!
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Comparison between the current theory that viruses cause illness and death to an
emerging theory of exosomes, which have the same structure as viruses but which are
immune-system ‘good guys’. Exosomes gather up debris from inside body and carry them out
of the cells where they can be removed from the body.

The Greatest Criminal Fraud in Medical
History: Where’s the Virus?
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A study showed that the tests used to diagnose AIDS: the ELISA, Western blot, and the
PCR test, are invalid as none detect the HIV virus itself or HIV particles. “…AIDS as a
contagious viral disease is based on an apparently non-existent microbe!” Similarly,
COVID-19 has yet to be isolated and proven.

Shocker! Doctor Shows How Viruses Fight
Illness by Removing Cellular Toxins.
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‘Viruses’ are exosomes. Exosomes are essential to health because they carry toxins out
of sick cells and trigger the immune system to attack the cause of the illness. The
global campaign to identify and kill a dreaded virus will cause even more illness
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triggered by cellular trauma from toxic medications and vaccines.


